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Abstract: Settlement of the pile ends in end-bearing rigid pile composite foundations is generally
minimal, so only relying on the cushion to coordinate the pile soil deformation may result in insuffi-
cient deformation adjustment capacity. Using a deformation adjustor with a specific stiffness on the
top of the pile is a method to coordinate pile–soil deformation, and the stiffness value of the deforma-
tion adjustor depends on the accurate calculation of soil deformation; however, the calculation of
soil deformation is not mature at present. A new deformation adjustor based on strengths used in
composite foundations is proposed, in which foam slabs with different yield strengths are placed on
the top of the pile to coordinate the pile–soil deformation. Five tests are used to study the mechanical
and deformation properties of a composite foundation with a foam slab. The test results show that
when the stress at the top of the pile is less than the yield strength of the foam slab, the coordination
of the pile–soil deformation mainly depends on the cushion. When the stress of a rigid pile exceeds
the yield strength of foam concrete, the foam slab begins to yield and coordinate the deformation
of pile and soil, and the settlement coordination ability of a rigid pile composite foundation with
a foam slab is significantly improved. Finally, an engineering case is used to simulate the pile–soil
stress sharing when the actual settlement is greater than the calculated settlement. The case analysis
shows that the pile-top stress can be well controlled by the successive yielding of foam concrete slabs
of different strengths, which reduces the influence of settlement error on the pile–soil stress sharing,
and further promotes the engineering application of end-bearing rigid pile composite foundations.

Keywords: composite foundation; rigid pile; settlement error; cushion; foam concrete slab

1. Introduction

The friction pile is generally used in a rigid pile composite foundation, which coor-
dinates the pile–soil deformation through the settlement of the pile toe and the upward
penetration into cushion. Cushion is the core technology of a composite foundation, and
many characteristics of a composite foundation are related to cushion. The core idea of a
composite foundation is to make use of the bearing capacity of the soil between piles, and
the insufficient bearing capacity is borne by piles [1–4]. Miao Linchang [5] argues that the
interaction of pile and soil should be considered in the design of a composite foundation,
and the rational design of the pile–soil stress ratio is the key to a composite foundation.
When the thickness of cushion is appropriate, it cannot only ensure that the piles and soil
work together, but also adjust the pile–soil stress ratio, so that rigid piles and the soil can
share the load according to the design proportions [6–8].

In many karst areas in South China, the overlying soil of moderately weathered
limestone is generally silty clay or completely (strongly) weathered rock. Although the
bearing capacity of the overlying soil is good, it cannot meet the requirements of the bearing
capacity of high-rise buildings. Due to the influence of beaded karst caves in moderately
weathered rock, it is difficult to find a suitable-thickness bearing stratum for pile foundation.
The rigid pile of a composite foundation can make full use of the bearing capacity of the
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overlying soil layer [9–12]. Compared with the pile foundation, the pressure of the rigid
pile in the composite foundation is relatively small, and the stability of the roof stratum of
a small karst cave is easy to meet [13–15]. Because the surface of moderately weathered
bedrock is usually fluctuating and the thickness of the overlying soil is not enough at the
shallow rock surface, the friction pile cannot meet the requirements of bearing capacity,
and so end-bearing rigid piles are used in composite foundations. Because the end-bearing
rigid pile can only rely on the cushion to achieve the pile–soil deformation coordination,
previous research has shown that the cushion has a maximum adjustment thickness beyond
which the adjustment capacity of the cushion cannot continue to increase. [16].

In order to solve the lack of cushion, Zhou Feng [17–20] has invented a deformation
adjustor device instead of cushion to coordinate the pile–soil deformation of an end-bearing
rigid pile, which has been successfully applied in engineering. The adjustment device
is similar to a spring, and the rigid pile is connected in series to coordinate the pile–soil
deformation; the stiffness of the spring is determined according to the pile–soil stress
sharing and soil deformation. The disadvantage of the method is that when the actual
settlement of the soil has a large error with the calculated settlement, the adjustment effect
will be significantly affected.

Since the settlement of soil is difficult to calculate accurately, this paper proposes a new
adjustment method based on the stiffness of the cushion and the strength of the foam slab.
When the stress at the top of the rigid pile does not reach the yield strength of a foam slab
under vertical load, the coordination of the pile–soil deformation mainly depends on the
cushion. When the stress at the top of the rigid pile exceeds the yield strength of the foam
concrete slab, the foam concrete slabs of different strengths buckle successively, causing yield
deformation to coordinate the pile–soil deformation continuously. As the current settlement
calculation theory is not mature, the method can reduce the influence of settlement error on
the stress sharing of piles and soil, which is conducive to further developing the engineering
practice of a composite foundation with end-bearing rigid piles.

2. Composite Foundation Tests
2.1. Test Materials
2.1.1. XPS Slab

Extruded polystyrene foam slab (XPS slab) is a high-density foam slab with closed-cell
structures, which is made of polystyrene or its copolymer as the main component, with
a small added amount of additives. It is a sustainable material with high compression
resistance, low thermal conductivity, low water absorption, moisture-proofing, airtightness,
anti-aging and other excellent properties.

Low-strength XPS slab has been widely used in building wall and roof insulation, cold
chain logistics and low temperature storage. In recent years, 500~900 kPa high-strength
XPS slab has been successfully applied to high-speed railway roadbeds, such as China’s
Beijing–Shanghai Railway, the Shijiazhuang–Wuhan Railway, the Beijing–Shijiazhuang
Railway and the Shanghai–Hangzhou Railway [21].

The XPS slab used in this test was purchased from Huamei Thermal Insulation Material
Co., Ltd. The thickness of the XPS slab is 20 mm and the compressive strength is 700 kPa.

2.1.2. Foam Concrete Slab Restrained by Steel Hoops

500~900 kPa high-strength XPS slab cannot meet the requirements of the pile top stress
of a composite foundation in high-rise buildings, but the strength of foam concrete slab
can meet the requirements in high-rise buildings. The ordinary foam concrete slab has the
phenomenon of negative stiffness after yielding, which is not suitable for the adjustment
of deformation [22]. In this paper, the foam concrete slab confined by steel hoops is used
to improve the post-yield performance of foam concrete. The steel hoop used in this test
is made of Q345 steel plate, with a thickness of 3 mm and an inner diameter of 300 mm,
which is the same as the diameter of the rigid pile.
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There are two main foaming methods for foam concrete: physical foaming and chemi-
cal foaming. The physical foaming method refers to the method of using a foaming machine
to pressurize or mechanically mix the foaming agent to make foam, and then mix it into
the slurry to further mix and pour foam concrete. The chemical foaming method refers to
the method of adding chemical agents to the slurry to make it react chemically, produce
gas expansion slurry, and then obtain foam concrete after hardening. In this test, the foam
concrete slab is prepared by the physical foaming method. The thickness of the foam
concrete slab is 30 mm, and the standard compressive strength is 1.0 MPa and 1.5 MPa. The
specific preparation process is as follows:

(a) The physical foaming method is adopted in this test, and the highly concentrated
plant foaming agent is adopted. The plant foaming agent and water are mixed evenly
according to the volume ratio of 1:40 and are then injected into the foaming machine
for pressurized foaming to generate fine, uniform, good-viscosity and stable foam.
The pressure of air is controlled to about 0.5 MPa.

(b) The cement is Grade 42.5 Portland cement, and the water-cement ratio is 0.6. The mix
proportion of foam concrete is shown in Table 1.

(c) Portland cement and water are added to the mixing pot and stirred slowly for about
60 s; the prepared foam is poured slowly into the slurry that has been stirred evenly,
and then stirred at 285 revolutions per minute for about 60 s by the mortar mixer to
make the uniform fluid foam concrete slurry.

(d) The fluid foam concrete slurry is poured into the steel hoops. After the steel hoops
are filled with slurry, the overflow parts at the top and edge are smoothed with a steel
ruler, and then the foam slabs are placed in the standard curing room for 28 days.

Table 1. Mix proportion of foam concrete.

Trial Strength Cement/kg Water/kg Foam Agent/kg Bubble Rate

1.0 MPa 375 225 1.12 66%
1.5 MPa 418 250 1.25 61%

Test photos of foam concrete slabs restrained by steel hoops are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Test photos of foam concrete slabs restrained by steel hoops: (a) preparation; (b) photo of 
foam concrete slab after loading. 
Figure 1. Test photos of foam concrete slabs restrained by steel hoops: (a) preparation; (b) photo of
foam concrete slab after loading.

2.1.3. Compression Performance Test of XPS Slab and Foam Concrete Slab Restrained by
Steel Hoops

The compression tests of XPS slab and twelve foam concrete slabs restrained by steel
hoops were carried out on the universal testing machine at a loading rate of 50 N/s, and a
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steel cover plate of 5 mm thickness was placed on the top of the foam concrete slab during
loading. The stress–strain curves of a typical XPS slab and a foam concrete slab in the
loading process are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Typical stress–strain curve of XPS slab and foam concrete slab.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that both the XPS slab and foam concrete slab have
obvious three-stage stress characteristics, namely an elastic stage, a yield plateau stage and
a densification stage. In the elastic stage, the relationship between stress and strain is close
to a straight line, and the elastic modulus of the XPS and the foam concrete slab is about
13.4 MPa and 37.3 MPa, respectively. In the yield plateau stage, the stress of the XPS slab is
essentially constant under increasing strain, with a plastic strain rate of about 0.7, and the
stress of the foam concrete slab restrained by steel hoops increases slightly under increasing
strain, with a plastic strain rate of about 0.5, which may be related not only to the restraint
of steel hoops, but also to the restraint of the upper steel cover plate. In the densification
stage, owing to most of the internal pores of the two foam slabs being crushed and the pore
walls contacting each other, the stress increases sharply with the increase of strain, and the
stiffness is close to that of the elastic deformation stage.

2.2. Test Setup

The indoor model test of a composite foundation with a single rigid pile was carried
out in the structure laboratory of Nanchang University. This test simulates the environ-
mental conditions of the middle pile in a composite foundation under the large-size raft
foundation; the full lateral confinement is used to prevent the cushion from extruding from
the side. The test loading device and photos are shown in Figure 3.

A vertical load is applied on the load plate by using a jack (electro-hydraulic servo
loading system) and reaction frame, and earth pressure boxes are buried on the top of rigid
pile and the surface of the soil to measure pile and soil pressure. The displacement meter is
used to measure the settlement of the load plate and the sandy soil in the whole loading
process, and the settlement of the sandy soil is measured by the settlement mark buried on
the interface between cushion and the soil layer. During the test, a circle of PVC pipe with
an inner diameter of 2 cm is sleeved on the settlement mark to ensure that the measurement
accuracy is not affected by the gravel of cushion.
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The main equipment and materials required for this test are as follows:

(a) Electro-hydraulic servo loading system and universal testing machine.
(b) Test chamber: Square steel tubes are welded into a box shape; the size of the test box

is 1.10 m × 0.83 m × 1.05 m (length × width × height), the inner size is 0.90 m ×
0.63 m × 1.05 m, and a 15 mm tempered glass retaining wall is embedded.

(c) Model pile: circular steel pipe is filled with concrete, with a diameter of 300 mm and
height of 770 mm.

(d) Load plate: the plane size is 0.80 m × 0.57 m, and the stiffening plate is set on it to
improve the overall stiffness of the load plate.

(e) Cushion: gravel and coarse sand are selected; the maximum particle size of gravel is
not more than 20 mm, and the ratio of gravel to coarse sand is 7:3.

(f) Foam slab: XPS slabs and foam concrete slabs restrained by steel hoops are adopted.
During the test, a 2 mm steel plate is placed on the foam slab to prevent it from being
locally crushed by the upper cushion.

(g) Sandy soil: medium sand with a particle size of 0.2~2 mm.
(h) Earth pressure box: the range of 2 MPa and 4 MPa is used to measure the stress of the

pile, and the range of the earth pressure box is 800 kPa.
(i) A static data acquisition instrument is used for data acquisition.

2.3. Test Cases

Five tests of a composite foundation with an end-bearing rigid pile were carried out.
There is only cushion on the top of the pile in test-1 and test-2, and the thickness of cushion
is 120 mm and 170 mm, respectively. In test-3 and test-4, 0.7 MPa XPS slabs are placed on
the top of the pile, and 1.0 MPa foam concrete slabs are placed on the top of the pile in
test-5. The model test scheme is detailed in Table 2.

Table 2. Model test scheme.

Test Diameter of Rigid Pile/mm Thickness of Cushion/mm Type of Foam Slab Strength of Slab

Test-1 300 120 — —
Test-2 300 170 — —
Test-3 300 120 20 mm XPS slab 0.7 MPa
Test-4 300 170 20 mm XPS slab 0.7 MPa
Test-5 300 120 30 mm foam concrete slab 1.0 MPa
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2.4. Load and Test

Graded loading is adopted in this test. The settlement of load plate, soil settlement,
pile top stress and soil pressure are measured in the whole loading process. The specific
test steps are as follows:

(a) The rigid pile is placed in the middle of the test chamber, and the soil is filled
20 cm~30 cm each time, using a 5-kg iron block to fall freely from a height of 30 cm
and tamp the sand twice.

(b) A pressure box is placed on the top of the pile to measure the stress of the pile, and four
earth pressure boxes are placed on the top of the sandy soil to measure the soil pressure.
The average value of four soil pressure boxes is taken as the measurement result.

(c) The 14 levels of loading are carried out, with loading pressures of 33 kPa, 66 kPa,
100 kPa, 200 kPa, 250 kPa, 300 kPa, 350 kPa, 400 kPa, 450 kPa, 500 kPa, 550 kPa,
600 kPa, 700 kPa and 800 kPa, respectively. The loading rate is 0.5 kN/s. The loading
pressure shall be maintained for 20 min after each level of loading is completed. The
loading termination is controlled by settlement without convergence, or the output of
the jack meets the design requirements.

3. Test Results
3.1. Relationship between Load and Pile Top Stress

Figure 4 shows the curve of load–pile top stress from test-1 to test-5. When the load
is less than 200~250 kPa, five groups of test curves are basically the same because both
cushion and foam slab are in the elastic stage. The thickness of cushion in test-1 is 120 mm,
and the load–pile top stress curve is basically linear. The thickness of cushion in test-2 is
170 mm, and the pile top stress under the same load is slightly less than that of test-1. The
yield strength of the XPS slab at the top of the pile in test-3 and test-4 is 700 kPa, and the
yield strength of the foam concrete slab at the top of the pile in test-5 is 1000 kPa. When the
pile top stress exceeds 700 kPa, the XPS slabs of test-3 and test-4 begin to yield, the curve of
load–pile top stress reveals obvious bending, and the pile top stress growth slows down
significantly. When the pile top stress exceeds 1000 kPa, the foam concrete slab of test-5
begins to yield. The curve of load–pile top stress also reveals obvious bending, and the pile
top stress growth slows down significantly, which indicates that the stress level of rigid
piles can be well controlled by the yield of foam materials on the top of the pile.
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3.2. Relationship between Load and Soil Pressure

Figure 5 shows the curve of load–soil pressure from test-1 to test-5. It can also be seen
from Figure 5 that when the load is less than 200~250 kPa, five groups of test curves are
basically consistent, which is basically the same as the curve of the load–pile top stress of
Figure 4. When the load is larger than 200~250 kPa, the elastic-plastic foam slab on the
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top of the pile begins to yield, and the rate of increase of soil pressure from test-3 to test-5
is significantly greater than that in test-1 and test-2. In test-1 and test-2, the load–pile top
stress curves are basically linear, indicating that the elastic modulus of the cushion and soil
changed very little during the loading process.
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Figure 5. Curve of load–soil pressure.

3.3. Relationship between Pile Top Stress and Soil Pressure

Figure 6 shows the curve of pile top stress–soil pressure during the whole loading
process. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the pile–soil stress curve of test-1 is basically
linear, and the stress is distributed based on their stiffness, respectively. There is a nonlinear
relationship between pile–soil stress in test-2, and the growth rate of soil pressure is faster
than that of pile top stress in the later stage of loading. The pile top stress–soil pressure
curves from test-3 to test-5 also show that after the foam plates are placed on top of the
pile, when the pile top stress exceeds the yield strength of the foam plate, the pile top stress
grows slowly, while the soil pressure grows faster. The pile–soil stress curve shows obvious
non-linear characteristics, and the growth rate of soil pressure is obviously larger than the
growth rate of pile top stress.
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3.4. Relationship between Load and Settlement

Figure 7 shows the curve of load–total settlement of five groups of tests. It can be seen
that the settlement increases rapidly at the initial stage of loading due to the initial gap of
gravel in the cushion. When the loading pressure exceeds 100 kPa, the growth rate of the
curve of load–total settlement slows down significantly because the initial void of gravel
and sand in the cushion has been basically compacted. When the thickness of cushion
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increases from 120 mm to 170 mm, more loads are carried by the soil, so the settlement of
test-2 is larger than that of test-1.
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Figure 7. Curve of load–total settlement.

Unlike the load–pile top stress curve, there is no obvious inflection point in the load–total
settlement curve after the foam slab is placed on top of the pile, and the curve shape is smooth.
This is mainly because when the foam slab yields, although the stress at the top of the pile
grows slowly, the soil bears more load, so the load–total settlement curve changes smoothly.
It can also be seen from Figure 7 that when the load reaches 200~250 kPa, the settlement of
the composite foundation in test-3 to test-5 is significantly larger than that of test-1 and test-2,
indicating that the foam concrete slab has a better role in coordinating the settlement.

3.5. Relationship between Stress and Strain of the Soil between Piles

Figure 8 shows the curve of stress–strain of the soil from test-1 to test-5. Since the soil
between piles is compacted by the same standard in five groups of tests, the stress–strain
curves of the soil in the other four sets of tests are basically close, except for a small error in
the curve of test-1. A small amount of error may come from the manual uneven compaction
process of soil and the measurement error of earth pressure boxes.
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4. Numerical Results

The ABAQUS finite element software was used to simulate the five tests, and the
finite element simulation results were compared with the measured results to verify the
feasibility and accuracy of the finite element simulation.
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4.1. Numerical Model
4.1.1. Finite Element Model and Boundary Conditions

According to the symmetry of the test model, the 1/4 finite element model is used for
calculation, and the finite element model is shown in Figure 9.
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The linear elastic model is used for the load plate and the rigid pile. The elastic modu-
lus of the load plate is 2.06 × 105 MPa, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The elastic modulus of
rigid pile is 3.0 × 104 MPa, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.2. A nonlinear elastic model is used
for soil and cushion, with a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. An elastic–plastic constitutive model
based on crushable foam yield criterion is adopted for the XPS slab and the foam concrete
slab, and the elastic modulus of the XPS slab and the foam concrete slab are 13.4 MPa and
37.3 MPa, respectively. A solid element C3D8R is used for the load plate, cushion, rigid pile,
soil between piles, XPS slab and foam concrete slab. The bottom of the model is constrained
in three directions. The side of the model is constrained in the normal direction and free in
the vertical direction.

The contact element is used to simulate a rigid pile and the soil, the soil and cushion,
rigid pile and foam material slab, foam material slab and cushion, cushion and load plate.
Surface-to-surface contact is adopted for contact. A small sliding is adopted to track the
relative movement of the contact surface. The surface with larger stiffness is used as master
surface, and the surface with smaller stiffness is used as slave surface. In the mechanical
model of contact interaction, hard contact is adopted in Normal Behavior, and penalty
function is adopted in Tangential Behavior.

4.1.2. Crushable Foam Plastic Model

The crushable foam plasticity model is used to model the difference between a foam
material’s compressive strength and its much smaller tensile bearing capacity resulting from
cell wall breakage under tension. For the plastic part of the behavior, the yield surface is a
Mises circle in the deviatoric stress plane and an ellipse in the meridional (p–q) stress plane.

The volume hardening model is adopted in the finite element simulation of XPS slab
and foam concrete slab. In this model, compression yield stress ratio k = σ0

c /p0
c , and

hydrostatic yield stress ratio kt = pt/p0
c . Where σ0

c is the uniaxial compression initial yield
stress, p0

c is the initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression, and pt is the hydrostatic
tensile yield stress. k = 1, kt = 0.1.
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4.1.3. Determination of Parameters of Cushion and Soil

The elastic modulus of soil and cushion under each level of load was calculated
according to the measured settlement, and the nonlinear elastic modulus was adopted
during the finite element simulation. The nonlinear elastic modulus of cushion and the soil
was input by field variable in ABAQUS software.

As can be seen from Figure 7, the settlement increased rapidly at the initial stage of
loading due to the initial gap of cushion. When the load exceeded 100 kPa, the tangent slope
of the load–settlement curve was basically stable. By unloading and reloading to 100 kPa test,
it can be seen that the initial gap was about 3.7 mm. In order to simulate the initial void of
cushion truly, a crushable foam material with a thickness of 1 cm was placed under the load
plate in the finite element analysis. The yield strength of the foam material was 100 kPa, and
the plastic strain was set at 0.37. When the loading reached 100 kPa, the settlement of plastic
material was about 3.7 mm, which can simulate the initial gap of cushion.

Table 3 shows the elastic modulus of cushion and the soil in each loading stage of
test-1. It can be seen that after deducting the initial gap of the cushion, the elastic modulus
of the cushion varies little in each loading stage.

Table 3. Nonlinear elastic modulus of cushion and the soil between piles of test-1.

Loading Condition The Soil between Piles E/MPa Cushion on the Top of Pile E/MPa

100 kPa 20.20 20.26
200 kPa 21.24 21.31
300 kPa 21.64 21.82
400 kPa 22.15 22.99
500 kPa 22.78 23.19
600 kPa 23.37 23.73
700 kPa 23.89 24.53
800 kPa 24.39 25.13

4.2. Comparison of the Test and Numerical Results

Figure 10 shows the measured values and the simulated values in test-1. It can be seen
that the measured stress and settlement value are basically consistent with the simulated
values, and the simulation accuracy is relatively high, which indicates that the method of
using field variables to input the varied elastic modulus is feasible.
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Figure 10. Comparison between measured value and simulated value in test-1: (a) stress; (b) settlement.

Figure 11 is the settlement contour and stress contour in test-1 when loaded to 800 kPa.
The settlement of cushion on the top of the pile is significantly smaller than that on the soil,
and the stress of the cushion on the pile and soil is also obviously different. The pressure
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of pile top cushion has reached 2.0~3.2 MPa, while the pressure of other cushions is only
350 kPa.
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4.3. Case
4.3.1. Establishment of Model

The soil layer is composed of gravels and completely and moderately weathered rocks.
The thickness of the gravels and completely weathered rocks is 7 m and 8 m, respectively.
There are beaded karst caves under the moderately weathered rock stratum, and it is difficult
to find a complete bearing stratum if a pile foundation is adopted, so a composite foundation
with a rigid pile is proposed to be adopted. The characteristic value of the bearing capacity
of the upper gravel layer is about 205 kPa, which cannot meet the requirement of bearing
capacity. The characteristic value of the bearing capacity of a composite foundation must
reach 400 kPa, and the pile–soil stress ratio is controlled within 25.

The size of the bearing platform under the shear wall is 4.5 m × 4.5 m, with a thickness
of 1.5 m. Nine piles each 0.5 m in diameter are arranged under the bearing platform at a
pile spacing of 1.5 m. The pile length is 15 m, with the moderately weathered rock as the
bearing stratum. The thickness of cushion is 25 cm, which is half of the diameter of the pile.
The mechanical parameters of soil layer 1 and soil layer 2 are shown in Table 4. For soil
layer 1, two elastic moduli of 20 MPa and 14 MPa are used to simulate the possible error
between the actual settlement and the calculated.

Table 4. Mechanical parameters of soil layer.

Soil Layer Thickness/m Modulus of Elasticity/MPa Poisson’s Ratio Cohesion/kPa Angle of Internal Friction

cushion 0.25 40 0.3 2 35◦
soil1 7 20 (14) 0.3 10 32◦
soil2 8 300 0.3 50 32◦

The finite element model of the engineering case is shown in Figure 12. The length,
width and height of the finite element model are 34.5 m × 34.5 m × 15 m, respectively.
The platform and rigid pile are simulated as an elastic model, and the cushion and soil are
simulated as an elasto-plastic constitutive model based on the Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
The concrete foam slab is simulated as a crushable foam model. A C3D8R element is used
for the platform, rigid pile, cushion and soil. The finite element boundary conditions and
contact element are the same as in Section 4.
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Four cases are simulated by the finite element analysis, which are shown in Table 5. In
Case 1 and Case 3, the pile top is only regulated by 25 cm of cushion, and the modulus of
elasticity of the soil layer 1 is 20 MPa in Case 1 and 14 MPa in Case 3, respectively. In Case
2 and Case 4, three foam concrete slabs with 1.0 MPa, 1.5 MPa and 2.0 MPa yield strength
are placed on the pile top, respectively. The thickness of each foam concrete slab is 10 mm.
The stress–strain curves of three foam concrete slabs are shown in Figure 13.

Table 5. Summary of cases.

Case Description

Case 1 25 cm cushion, elastic modulus of soil layer 1 is 20 MPa
Case 2 On the basis of Case 1, three foam concrete slabs are placed on the top of pile
Case 3 25 cm cushion, elastic modulus of soil layer 1 is 14 MPa
Case 4 On the basis of Case 3, three foam concrete slabs are placed on the top of pile
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Figure 13. Stress-strain curves of three foam concrete slabs.

4.3.2. Analysis of Simulation Results

Figure 14 shows the load–settlement curve of a composite foundation in four cases.
Although the elastic modulus of soil1 in Case 3 is obviously smaller than that in Case 1, the
settlement change of the composite foundation under the two cases is very small, which
indicates that the regulating ability of the cushion is limited. From the load–settlement
curve of Case 2 and Case 4, it can be seen that the load–settlement curve shows obvious
bending deformation when the loading reaches 100 kPa. When the load reaches 400 kPa,
the final settlement of the composite foundation is 27.25 mm in Case 2 and 30.76 mm in
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Case 4, which indicates that the foam concrete slabs have yielded, and the settlement of a
composite foundation is regulated by foam concrete yield deformation.
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Figure 14. Load–total settlement curve.

Figure 15 is the simulated settlement contours of the soil in Case 3 and Case 4 when
the composite foundation is loaded to 400 kPa. The deformation shapes of soil in the two
cases are basically similar, but the settlement of Case 4 is significantly larger than that of
Case 3.
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Figure 15. Settlement of a composite foundation(m): (a) Case 3; (b) Case 4.

Figure 16 shows the load–soil pressure curves in four cases. It can be seen that the soil
pressures in Case 2 and Case 4 increase by nearly 40% compared to the corresponding Case
1 and Case 3 when loaded to 400 kPa, which indicates that the foam concrete slabs play a
better role in regulating the bearing capacity of the soil.

Figure 17 shows the load–pile stress curves in four cases. When the load reaches
100 kPa, the stress of the rigid pile exceeds 1.0 MPa, and the low-strength foam concrete
slab first yields and starts to coordinate the deformation of pile and soil. When the load
reaches 300~350 kPa, the stress of the rigid pile reaches 2.0 MPa, the yield deformation
of the three foam concrete slabs is basically completed, and the slope of the load–pile top
stress curve is basically the same.
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Figure 17. Load–stress curve of pile.

Figure 18 is the simulated stress contours of the soil in Case 3 and Case 4 when the
load reaches 400 kPa. It can be clearly seen that the distribution of soil pressure along the
depth. The additional load of the bearing platform mainly affects the stress of the upper
soil layer and has little effect on the lower soil layer.
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Figure 18. Soil pressure of a composite foundation (Pa): (a) Case 3; (b) Case 4.

Figure 19 is the pile–soil stress ratio in four cases. It can be seen that before the load
reaches 100 kPa, the pile–soil stress ratio increases with the increase of load. When the load
exceeds 100 kPa, the pile–soil stress ratio continues to increase with the increase of load in
Case 1 and Case 3. However, in Case 2 and Case 4, the foam concrete slabs on the top of
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the pile yield successively and begin to coordinate the deformation of the pile and soil. The
pile–soil stress ratio begins to decrease with the increase of load, which effectively controls
the pile–soil stress ratio.
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Figure 19. Curve of pile–soil stress ratio.

Figure 20 shows the plastic strain contour of the foam concrete slab when a composite
foundation is loaded to 400 kPa in Case 4. It can be seen that the plastic strain is 0.57
for the 1.0 MPa foam concrete slab, 0.51 for the 1.5 MPa foam concrete slab, and 0.42 for
the 2.0 MPa foam concrete slab, which indicates that all the foam concrete slabs have
yielded deformation, and the foam concrete slabs play an important role in coordinating
the deformation of pile and soil.
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Figure 20. Plastic strain contour of foam concrete slab.

In this case, two elastic moduli of soil1 are used to simulate the occurrence of unpre-
dictable settlement (such as the settlement caused by precipitation or post-construction
settlement). It can be seen that when the stress of the pile is less than the yield strength
of the foam concrete, the foam concrete slab can be ignored. When the stress of the pile
is larger than the yield strength of the foam concrete slab, the foam concrete slabs with
different strengths yield successively, and settlement is continuously coordinated through
yield deformation. The pile–soil stress ratio can be well controlled by the method.

In this paper, a new method is proposed to comprehensively coordinate the settlement
of a composite foundation based on cushion stiffness and the yield strength of a foam
slab. In an engineering application, the strength of a foam concrete slab can be determined
according to the characteristic value of a rigid pile’s bearing capacity, and how to reasonably
determine the strength and thickness of multiple foam concrete needs to be further studied.

5. Conclusions

1. In the south of China, there is a large market demand for composite foundations with
end-bearing rigid piles. The end-bearing rigid pile cannot penetrate downward to
coordinate the pile–soil deformation as the friction pile. When the soil settlement is
large, the coordination capacity of the cushion is insufficient.
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2. The existing pile–soil deformation adjustment device can solve the problem of pile–
soil deformation coordination of a composite foundation with an end-bearing rigid
pile to a certain extent, but the stiffness of the current deformation adjustment device
cannot be changed after installation, and the adjustment effect depends on the accurate
calculation of soil deformation.

3. As the current settlement calculation theory is still immature, the pile–soil stress
ratio of a composite foundation can be well controlled by the comprehensive control
with cushion stiffness and foam concrete slab strength, and the adaptability of the
end-bearing rigid pile composite foundation to settlement changes has been improved.
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